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Abstract

Current Background Subtraction (BGS) algorithms are mostly pixel-based methods. We propose an
Interest-Point(IP)-based BGS algorithm applicable in IP-based Computer Vision applications. Based on a
block-wise processing strategy, the frames are divided into blocks of the same size. IPs inside each block
are together Events. Throughout the frame sequence, the algorithm stores the Events in each block as well
as the numbers of their occurrences (Repetition Index (RI)) in a Binary Tree. The RI is used to classify
Events as either background or foreground. The background Events appear significantly more often than
foreground Events. Events with an RI greater than a certain threshold are classified as background, the rest
as foreground. This Event classification is used to label IPs of frames into the foreground and background
IPs. Experimental results quantitatively show that the proposed algorithm delivers a good subtraction rate
in comparison with other BGS approaches. Moreover, it creates a map of the background usable for further
processing, it is robust to changes in illumination and can keep itself updated to changes in the background.
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1 Introduction

The segmentation of areas of an image related to moving objects, foreground, from the areas related to static
objects in the scene, background, is called Background Subtraction (BGS) when the processed image is cap-
tured by static cameras [1]. This is the earliest stage of many Computer Vision (CV) applications such as human
motion analysis, automated surveillance, video indexing, and vehicle navigation. Therefore, it exhibits a strong
influence on further processing [2]. Accordingly, a great deal of research has been conducted on BGS over the
past few years and many algorithms have been proposed, most of them pixel-based. They rely on the difference
between pixels either individually [3], using the pixels’ illumination, or regionally, using the texture of a group
of pixels in the form of blocks [4] or clusters [5], to model and update the background [6].

In contrast, Interest Points (IPs) have not so far been used for BGS. As the most lightweight way of object
representation [7], they represent well-defined features of the image such as corners. This makes them superior
to other object representation methods, such as Kernel and Silhouette, in terms of the speed, accuracy and
robustness [8]. IPs have delivered a high level of descriptive power and robustness to illumination changes [9].
Many remarkable IP detector and local feature descriptors such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
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[10], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [11], and Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH)
[12] have been proposed by now. The ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) [13], which is rotation-
invariant and resistant to noise, performs the same as SIFT and better than SURF, while being twice as fast.
The different feature descriptors have been compared in the literature [12].

Following these, we propose an IP-based BGS algorithm in this paper, applicable in IP-based CV applica-
tions. More precisely, in our approach the images are firstly divided into blocks of the same size. IPs inside
blocks are combined together to create Events. Throughout the frame sequence, the algorithm stores Events
for each block as well as the number of their occurrences (Repetition Index (RI)) in a Binary Tree (BT). Then,
the RI is used to classify Events into background and foreground Events. If any Event has RI more than a
threshold, it is classified as background Event. Otherwise it is considered as foreground Event. This Event clas-
sification is used to label the IPs of each frame into the foreground and background IPs. The main contributions
of our proposed approach lie in its difference from pixel-based algorithms in the following respects:

• The number of IPs is much less than the number of pixels in the image. So they reduce the computational
cost greatly.

• IP-based BGS methods are robust to illumination changes due to the robustness of IPs to environmental
changes [9]. In contrast, pixel-based BGS methods face a significant difficulty regarding illumination
changes. Although they compensate for the weakness of a single frame by using the temporal information
computed from a sequence of frames [14], it increases the computation cost by itself.

• Our algorithm can work widely in daylight, twilight or night-time as well as different scene conditions.
In contrast, the pixel-based BGS methods need to impose constraints such as the background colour,
background contents, and the environmental light conditions in order to make BGS more feasible [8].

• IP-based BGS approach delivers more information to CV applications than pixel-based approaches. To
put it another way, some of the foreground IPs of the moving object can still be observed during partial
occlusion [15]. This may be used to overcome the occlusion problems in tracking applications. In
comparison, although some pixels of the foreground may also be visible in the pixel-based approaches,
they are not as individually meaningful as the IPs.

• This approach works relatively well when the foreground objects do not move (although in this case it
seems the IPs of the foreground should behave like the background and be still, they have movement
enough to be recognized as the foreground IPs). In contrast, the traditional pixel-based approaches only
subtract the background when the foreground moves.

1.1 Related Works

Owing to the importance of BGS [16] as the earliest step of algorithms such as tracking, recognition, and
behaviour analysis approaches, a huge amount of research has been conducted on this field. On this basis,
several surveys can be found in the literature which have studied and classified the proposed algorithms from
different points of view [17, 18, 19]. In terms of image measurement and segmentation methods, background
segmentation is divided into motion-based, appearance-based, shape-based, and depth-data-based [2]. Motion-
based BGS methods (the scope of this paper) are classified, based on the way they model the background,
into: the traditional models, which are basic, simple to implement, but have limitations; and the recent models,
which are more sophisticated, capable of addressing more complicated challenges, and require improvements
to become real-time [20].

The traditional models are briefly classified into: (i) Basic Models, which model the background using tech-
niques such as average [21], median [22] or histogram analysis over time [23]; (ii) Statistical Models, which,
for instance, take into account statistically the history of pixel brightness (Gaussian methods [24]), or model
the background using supervised learning methods such as SVM [25] (Support Vector Models); (iii) Cluster
Models, which cluster pixels in each frame using K-means [26], Codebooks [27], or basic sequential cluster-
ing approaches [28]; (iv) Neural Networks, where the background is modelled by a learnt neural network; (v)
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Estimation Models, which estimate the background using filters such as Wiener [29], Kalman, and Chebychev
[30].

In contrast, the recent models are classified into: (i) Advanced Statistical background Models, which for
example use new distributions in Mixture Models, or fuse different distributions in Hybrid Models; (ii) Fuzzy
background Models, which use fuzzy concepts to deal with imprecisions and uncertainties in BGS [19]; (iii)
Discriminative Subspace Learning Models, where discriminative methods are used to provide supervised mod-
elling of the background in contrast with the former re-constructive subspace learning models [31]; (iv) Robust
Subspace Models, which separate the background and foreground using a robust subspace model based on a
low-rank and sparse decomposition ; (v) Sparse Models, where sparse models such as structure sparsity models
[32], dynamic group sparsity models [33], and dictionary models [34] are used; and (vi) Transform Domain
Models, where the background and foreground are discriminated in a different domain using different transfor-
mation such as Fast Fourier, Discrete Cosine [35], Walsh [36], Wavelet [37], and Hadamard [38].

Beside the above, the size of the image element in background modelling, which could be pixel [3], block
of pixels [4], or cluster of pixels [5], is another important issue and determines the precision and robustness to
noise. The bigger the size of element, the higher the precision of the algorithm and the lower its robustness to
noise. The type of feature, moreover, is another important factor in BGS, which is classified into: spectral fea-
tures (color features); spatial features (edge features, texture features); and temporal features (motion features)
[38]. Although the IPs are locations in the image, corresponding to pixels, and their descriptors have a combi-
nation of spectral and spatial properties, they have not been used for BGS yet. This motivates us to introduce a
novel IP-based BGS algorithm which: (i) separates the foreground IPs from the background ones; (ii) creates
a map of the background usable for further processing; and (iii) is robust to changes in illumination. The BGS
approaches operate under either the static or moving camera scenarios [39]. The proposed algorithm works in
static camera conditions. Nonetheless, it can be extended to the motion camera by updating the positions of IPs
using the structure from motion, as we have aimed to do in future work.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follow: Section 2 presents the proposed algorithm. In Section 3 our
algorithm is analysed qualitatively and quantitatively by conducting some experiments. Section 4 discusses the
conclusions and introduces feature works.

2 IP-Based BGS Algorithm

In this section, we first discuss the motivation and the idea behind the proposed algorithm. Then, the technical
description of the algorithm is presented.

2.1 Motivation

All the objects in the frames of a video are divided into two groups: the background objects (static objects in
consecutive frames); and foreground objects (ones moving around the image in different frames). This fact
inspires us to propose a novel IP-based BGS approach, which is used to discriminate the moving IPs from the
stationary ones (IP-based BGS). On this basis, the extracted IPs from the background areas of image should
remain stationary throughout the frames in contrast to the moving IPs of foreground. Although this seems to
imply that all the frames should be processed to decide, if any IP belongs to the background IPs group, this is
not the case in practice. As will be shown in Section 3, the background IPs need to stay motionless for more
than a specific number of consecutive frames, not necessarily all the frames. More importantly, this enables the
algorithm to update the background model following changes (e.g., when something is added to or removed
from the scene).

To fulfil this idea, suppose an index I(x, y) is assigned to any location (x, y) of the image plane. For
any frame k, the (x, y) coordinate of extracted IPs are dealt with one by one to update the I(x, y) index of
corresponding locations. That is to say, for any IP i of frame k, the index I(xi, yi), corresponding to the
coordinate of IP, is increased by one. This implicitly means that an IP has located at that position of image one
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more time. In this way, the index I(x, y) records and updates the number of times the location (x, y) of image
has met an IP. Since the background IPs are extracted from the stationary areas of image, they hit the specific
locations of image repeatedly over the frames and so those locations have a higher value of I . In contrast, the
foreground IPs are moving around the image throughout the frames. Therefore, their corresponding locations
(x, y) have lower values of I(x, y). Even when the foreground objects try to stand still, they have enough
movement to cause changes in the location of their extracted IPs.

Although this idea is simple and seems to be efficient, it looks too severe and suffers from the problem
of spurious background IPs which are actually foreground IPs. This happens when a location in the image
is occupied repeatedly by foreground IPs of different parts of a foreground object, when it moves around the
image and hits that location. To overcome this problem, the neighbouring locations in the image are dealt with
together as a group using a block-wise processing approach, which divides the image into blocks of the same
size. On this basis, the combination of locations in a block, hit by IPs inside that block, are considered together
as an Event. In other words, an Event is a simultaneous observation of a group of IPs, specific pattern, inside a
block.

Accordingly, instead of counting the number of times a location is met by any IP, the number of times a com-
bination of locations (an Event) is met inside a block is recorded. This strategy guaranties that only the specific
persistent Events inside blocks,the Event with high level of repetition, are related to the static background IPs,
because foreground IPs are unlikely to create exactly these patterns. Therefore, counting the number of repe-
titions of the Events instead of the individual IPs across the frames gives us a correct interpretation of the real
background IPs. Fig. 2 shows repetition of Events for a block of image. Based on this definition, the blocks of
the image are divided into three different types:

Background Blocks: These blocks are completely occupied by background IPs (areas of image with no mov-
ing objects). The numbers of repetitions of the Events in these blocks are significantly greater than in the
other blocks. These Events are labelled as dominant Events. It is expected that the Events inside these
blocks are seen in all of the frames. Nevertheless, the number of IPs and their position in each block can
be changed because of changes in illumination, noise in the image, image resolution, and weakness of
the IP detector by itself and so on.

Foreground Blocks: These blocks, areas where moving objects are present, are occupied by foreground IPs.
The IPs of these blocks are unlikely to create the same Events throughout all the frames. This implies
that foreground IPs increasingly create new Events for their associated blocks, which cannot appear dom-
inantly. The block-wise processing strategy ensure that they less likely can create spurious background
Events.

Background-Foreground Blocks: These are the blocks occupied by the outer boundary of the foreground
object. Therefore, some IPs in these blocks belong to the background while the others belong to the
foreground. Although the background IPs in any block tend to create dominant Events, it will not happen
here because either some background IPs have been eliminated by the foreground or the foreground has
added some new IPs. Consequently, new Event are added to the record of each block, which will never
be dominant from the repetition point of view because they do not persist long enough.

According to the concept of motion detection, which is all about determining if a pixel (an IP here) at time t
is associated to a moving object or not, the proposed algorithm detects the motion by classifying all the IPs into
background IPs and foreground IPs. When the algorithm is run, it starts to model the background by finding the
location of the background IPs. It learns quickly for blocks which are not covered by moving objects. For the
covered blocks, it needs only a few frames to find the location of background IPs. Consequently, the algorithm
models the background quickly over the frames. In addition, it is able to follow any changes in background
(adding to or removing from the background) and adapts itself to these changes. Fig. 1 shows an image with
its foreground IPs and background IPs, in red and blue colours respectively. The mentioned three different type
of blocks can be seen in blue, red and green colours, respectively.
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(a) Image, IPs, and blocks; blue: background block, red:
foreground block, green: background-foreground block.

PPq

PPi0

N*M-1
(b) Structure of a block.

Figure 1: The block and its different types.

2.2 Technical Description of Algorithm:

For the purpose of block-wise processing, the image is divided into blocks of N×M pixels (Fig. 1). In terms
of hardware implementation and efficiency, it would be better to select N and M as a power of 2 because the
memory blocks are counted based on powers of 2 too. Fig. 1 shows a frame of 320× 240 pixels along side its
blocks in yellow colour and the structure of a block. The extracted IPs of any frame are assigned to appropriate
blocks based on their location (x, y) in the image plane. Consequently, the blocks related to the smoother areas
of the image have no IPs, some blocks have a few IPs, and those associated with the highly textured areas of
image have higher number of IPs.

To store the Events of blocks for consecutive frames, firstly we need to define a unique tag for any Event
using its composing IPs. This tag is composed of some numbers, corresponding to the location of IP in the
block, separated by commas e.g. {9, 21, 39}. To do this, the 2D coordinates of pixels in the block is mapped
into a 1D coordinate by numbering pixels from 0 at the top left corner of the block, and then counting along
each row from left to right to N×M-1 at the bottom right corner (Fig. 1(b)).

Now, the Events as well as their number of repetitions should be stored. To preserve the speed and efficiency,
the Binary Search Tree (BST) [40], which is a fast way of storing, sorting and searching, is used. On this basis,
a Binary Tree (BT) is created for each block and its Events throughout the frames are stored in the tree as well
as the numbers of their occurrences (Repetition Index (RI)). If any Event is happening for the first time, a new
node with RI of 1 is created in the tree. Otherwise, the node corresponding to Event is found and its RI is
increased by 1. So, the BTs of blocks summarize the Events and RIs of blocks.

Figure 2: Repetition Index for Events of a block after 1000 frames.

As stated before, the background IPs appear as specific Events regularly at fixed blocks. Regardless the rare
changes in the position of these IPs in blocks, due to changes in illumination and low resolution, they appear
significantly more often than a threshold criterion. As can be seen in Table 1, the non-dominant Events created
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by foreground IPs, have RI value less than the threshold. Therefore, the algorithm classifies any Event as
dominant if its RI is equal to or greater than a threshold. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 IP-Based BGS Algorithm
1: Input: IPs of frames k = 1, . . . ,K.
2: Output: background IPs & foreground IPs of each frame.
3: Initialization:
4: for frame k = 1 do
5: Divide image frame into B blocks.
6: Create a Binary Tree (BT) for each block.
7: Create the lists of background events (BG-E-list) and background IPs (BG-IP-list).
8: end for
9: Background Modelling & Subtraction:

10: for every frame k > 1 do
11: Background Modelling:
12: for each IP i do
13: Assign IP i to the corresponding block based on its (x, y) coordinate.
14: end for
15: for each block j do
16: Create an Event Em from its assigned IPs.
17: Search Binary Tree BTj for Event Em.
18: if Em ∈ BTj then
19: Increase Repetition Index of Event Em by 1 (RIm = RIm + 1).
20: if RIm > threshold then
21: Add Event Em to BG-E-list.
22: Add IPs of Event Em to BG-IP-list.
23: end if
24: else
25: Add a new node in BTj and set its RI to 0.
26: end if
27: end for
28: Background Subtraction:
29: for each IP i do
30: if IP i ∈ BG-IP-list then
31: IP i⇒ background IP.
32: else
33: IP i⇒ foreground IP.
34: end if
35: end for
36: k = k + 1
37: end for

Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the stored Events for block 102 (7th row and column) in its BT after 1000 frames. As
the algorithm assumes, only a few Events appear dominant. On the other hand, the non-dominant Events have
been created by the foreground IPs when they have met this block. The dominant Events have been marked
with the ”

√
” sign in the ”D” column of the table. IPs which create these dominant Events are classified as

background IPs (bold numbers in ”Event” columns of table). They are stored in a list of background IPs.
Fig. 3 shows the real image with its extracted IPs (FAST corner IPs in this case), foreground and background

IPs in red and blue, respectively.
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Table 1: The stored Events of block 102 if image for 1000 frames.
# Event RI D # Event RI D # Event RI D
1 (363,110) 1 15 (280,110,353) 1 29 (303,171) 1
2 (303,14) 325

√
16 (285,110) 82

√
30 (303,353,14) 2

3 (285,14) 92
√

17 (285,11) 1 31 (303,353) 1
4 (285) 40

√
18 (285,12) 16

√
32 (303,394) 1

5 (125,333) 1 19 (303,110) 143
√

33 (323,14) 13
√

6 (110,353) 9 20 (303) 134
√

34 (323) 6
7 (110) 1 21 (285,9) 1 35 (305,14) 14

√

8 (124,353,14) 2 22 (285,14,394) 1 36 (305,12) 1
9 (144,353) 4 23 (303,11) 5 37 (323,110,353) 1
10 (144,12,353) 1 24 (303,12) 49

√
38 (323,110) 10

√

11 (144,353,14) 10
√

25 (303,110,353) 1 39 (343,14) 3
12 (280,110) 2 26 (303,110,394) 1 40 (323,353) 1
13 (222,110,353) 1 27 (305,110) 16

√
41 (353,14) 1

14 (280,171) 1 28 (305) 4

Figure 3: The real image with its IPs, red: foreground IPs, blue: background IPs.

2.3 Post-Processing

To improve the performance of the proposed IP-based BGS algorithm, two post-processing tasks are applied
which try to decrease the False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) rates.

As can be seen in Table 1, the positions of some IPs have been changed because of changes in illumination,
noise, and the quality of the images. For instance, the Events (285, 14) and (285, 12) have happened 92 and 16
times throughout 1000 frames, respectively. This means that IPs 12 and 14 should presumably be the same, their
position having been changed across the frames. Since IP 14 has a greater repetition in its corresponding Event
than IP 12, it could be said that IP 14 has been mislabelled as 12 in some frames because of noise. Although
after 1000 frames the RI of Event (285, 12) has satisfied the threshold criterion and so IP 12 has been added to
the BG-IP-list, it has been misclassified as a foreground IP for a while before satisfying the threshold condition.
To overcome this type of error, which increases the False Positive (FP) rate, a simple comparison between such
non-dominant and dominant Events of the block ((285, 12) and (285, 14) for example) in terms of Euclidean
distance is performed. This saves the IPs of these non-dominant Events from being misidentified as foreground
IPs (another example: Events (303, 12) and (303, 14)).

1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Figure 4: The 2D kernel of 3× 3 filter.

Another post-processing task is to decide about the foreground blocks with no foreground blocks in their
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neighbourhood. To do this, an image with the same size as the number of blocks (foreground block binary
image) is constituted. The value of each pixel in this image is 1 if the corresponding block has at least one
foreground IP. Otherwise it is 0. Then a 2D 3× 3 filter with the kernel shown in Fig. 4 is applied to this image
to calculate how many foreground blocks each block has around itself. By applying this filter, the foreground
blocks with no foreground block in its neighbourhood are identified and considered as spurious and then the
status of their IPs are changed to background. Also, background blocks with no foreground IPs which have
more than a threshold foreground blocks in their neighbourhood are reclassified as foreground blocks. Fig. 5
shows the result of the post-processing procedures.

Figure 5: Left: foreground blocks, Right from down to top: the real image, foreground IPs before, and after
post-processing.

3 Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed IP-based BGS algorithm and also to compare it with the other
BGS approaches, we present the results of several experiments in this section.

3.1 Evaluation Factors

The False Negatives (FN) and False Positives (FP) are the evaluation factors considered in these experiments.
On this basis, the Precision and Recall are defined as [41]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP

TP + FN
(1)

Specificity and Accuracy, as the other two measures used to measure the performance of binary classification
task, are used as complementary evaluation factors in some experiments. They are defined as following [41]

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
, Accuracy =

TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2)

The F-measure, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall values, is another factor for taking into
account the precision and recall factors concurrently. The Fβ measure for non-negative real values of β is:

Fβ = (1 + β2) · precision · recall
β2 · precision + recall

(3)

β provides the user the flexibility to give the recall β times importance as precision. The special case of this
formula for β equal to 1 is known as the F1 measure weights the precision and recall evenly.
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F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

(4)

F2 and F0.5 are two other commonly used F measures, which put more emphasis on recall and precision
respectively. We use this measure to determine the best value for the threshold, in this paper.

3.2 Experiment 1: Effect of Block Sizes on the Precision and Recall

Through this experiment, the effect of block size on the efficiency of the algorithm is evaluated according to
the above mentioned evaluation factors (Fig. 6, 7, 8). As Fig. 6 shows, the blocks of sizes of 4 × 4 and 8 × 8
deliver higher performances than the other sizes (particularly than the larger sizes of 16 × 16 and 32 × 32). It
is because:

• The smaller block sizes contain lower numbers of IPs. This decreases the risk of losing the background
Events in cases where some background IPs of these Events disappear due to: covering by foreground
objects; changing the position due to noise; and so on. This situation is more drastic around the outer
contour of foreground object (in Background-Foreground blocks).

• The foreground objects involve less blocks, which decreases the FN & FP errors, even more.

• The smaller is the block size, the lower number of Events and faster BT it has. This affects the run time
speed of the algorithm as is verified in Fig. 8.

On the other hand, the smallest sizes of 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 cannot deliver the same performance as 4 × 4 and
8 × 8 because they implicitly ignore the block-wise processing strategy and behave as when the IPs are dealt
with individually. This justifies the superiority of block-wise processing over individual processing of IPs.

According to the concept of evaluation factors, the higher value of Precision is equal to the higher number
of retrieved foreground IPs out of the whole retrieved IPs. On the other hand, Recall shows the percentage of
correctly retrieved foreground IPs out of the ground truth foreground IPs. Obviously, the block of 8× 8 offers
higher Precision and Recall, particularly better than the 1× 1 and 2× 2 sizes (Fig. 6). In addition, Specificity
determines the percentage of the ground truth background IPs has been truly rejected (the algorithm tries to
identify the foreground IPs and reject the background ones). As can be seen, the higher block sizes deliver
higher Specificity than (or at least equal to) the lower sizes when the algorithm aims to identify the background
IPs and reject the foreground ones.

This experiment has been conducted on images with 512× 256 pixels. Although the block size is dependent
on the image resolution, the result of this experiment can be generalized to any image resolution. To do this,
simply the block size can be scaled in proportion to the image resolution.

Figure 6: Evaluation Factors versus block sizes for resolution 512× 256.
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Fig. 7 compares visually the effect of block size on the result of the algorithm on 5 random frames of a video
with 450 frames. It is obvious from this figure that the algorithm has a faster and more accurate background
Modelling and Update for the block sizes of 4× 4 and 8× 8 than the other sizes. As can be seen in figures 7(a),
7(b), 7(e), and 7(f), the FP (red IPs in background areas) and FN (blue IPs in foreground areas) rates are higher
than 7(c) and 7(d). It means that the algorithm has incorrectly classified background IPs as foreground IPs in
the former case and conversely the foreground IPs as background IPs in the later ones. Again, it confirms that
the block sizes of the 4× 4 and 8× 8 outperform than the other sizes.

(a) Block size: 1× 1

(b) Block size: 2× 2

(c) Block size: 4× 4

(d) Block size: 8× 8

(e) Block size: 16× 16

(f) Block size: 32× 32

Figure 7: 5 frames vs different block sizes of 1× 1, 2× 2, 4× 4, 8× 8, 16× 16, and 32× 32.

Fig. 8 compares the run-time speed of the algorithm against the block size. A can be seen (Fig. 8(b)), the
sizes of 4× 4, 8× 8, and 16× 16 are faster. Among these, although the 16× 16 has the fastest execution time,
it offers no efficiency in terms of evaluation factors. Consequently, the size 4× 4 and then 8× 8 look to be the
best sizes for the blocks in the proposed algorithm.

3.3 Experiment 2: Robustness Under Low-Light conditions

In this experiment, the proposed algorithm is examined under low-light conditions. The pixel-based BGS
algorithms produce the white and black pixels for the foreground and background areas of image, respectively.
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(a) Average run-time versus block size. (b) Run-time versus block size.

Figure 8: Run-time versus block size

In low-light conditions, the foreground white pixels look like separated islands which cannot be interpreted
to localize the foreground areas (9(b)). Whereas, the proposed approach effectively subtracts the background
IPs and presents the foreground IPs, which can be used meaningfully. To get some intuition for why this point
works, here is an example. In applications like IP-based motion tracking, the IPs of the object should be tracked
across the frames. In this sense, if the IPs of the moving object (foreground IPs) can be discriminated first from
the background IPs, similar to what the proposed algorithm does, it makes the tracking process easier. Not
only the foreground IPs, but also the background IPs can significantly be used for IP matching and tracking
purposes. In contrast, the traditional pixel-based BGS algorithms just delete the background pixel of the image
On. the other hand, IPs are more robust to the low-light conditions. Consequently, the superposition of these
properties of IPs delivers more robustness to the low-light conditions rather than pixels. Fig. 9 shows this
comparison over 5 random frames of a video with 450 frames.

(a) IP-based BGS algorithm with block size of 8× 8.

(b) Pixel-based BGS algorithm.

Figure 9: Comparison between IP-based and pixel-based BGS methods under low-light conditions over 5
random frames of a video with 450 frames.

3.4 Experiment 3: Comparison of the IP-Based BGS with Different BGS Algorithms

For the purpose of performance evaluation, in this section we compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithm
against some of the well-known and state-of-the-art BGS algorithms on the Wallflower dataset [29] based on
the total number of error as the sum of FN and FP, in a similar manner to state-of-the-art BGS papers. This
dataset has widely been used in this context and consists of seven different scenarios with a diverse range of
difficulty that might happen in practice. Table 2 summarizes these scenarios [29].

Although our algorithm is IP-based and looks a little different from the pixel-based BGS algorithms, it
similarly subtracts the foreground IPs from the background ones. Nevertheless, the number of IPs in the image
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Table 2: The Wallflower dataset scenarios.

Scenario Description
Moved Object A person enters into a room, makes a phone call, and leaves.
Time of Day A person enters and sits down in a room where the light is changing gradually from dark.
Light Switch A person enters a lighted room and turns off the lights. Afterwards, person walks in the room,

turns on the light, and moves the chair.
Waving Trees A person walking in front of a swaying tree.
Camouflage A person walking in front of a monitor with rolling interference bars with similar color to the

person’s clothing.
Boostrapping A busy cafe containing several people.
Foreground Aperture A person with a uniformly coloured shirt waking up and moving slowly.

is much less than the number of pixels. Therefore, the total number of erroneous IPs would not be comparable
with the total number of erroneous pixels. To compensate for this, we define the Error Ratio as the ratio of the
total number of erroneous IPs (pixels) to the total number of IPs (pixels). Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results
for this performance comparison, numerically and visually respectively.

ErrorRatio =
Total erroneous IPs (pixels)

Total IPs (pixels)
(5)

As Table 3 shows, our proposed approach delivers a lower Error Rate, and so better performance, in compar-
ison with most of the existing algorithms. Although some of the algorithms in the MoG family work better than
ours, those cannot deliver the same advantages in terms of the scope of this paper. Due to the intrinsic prop-
erties of the IPs and also the block processing structure of our proposed approach, it delivers an interpretation
of the scene in the image plane, which can be used for further processing such as occlusion-detection usable in
tracking applications. Some of the information, which provides this interpretation are: classifying the blocks
into foreground, background, and Background-Foreground blocks; hiding and disclosing the background IPs
with foreground IPs; geometrical relationship between the IPs in the same and the adjacent blocks; identifying
the background IPs in low-light conditions.

In contrast, the pixel-based BGS algorithms only represent the foreground pixels in form of white pixels
without providing any information about the relationships among these pixels and the background pixels. Be-
sides, they are not suitable for IP-based Computer Vision algorithms, unless the output foreground mask of a
BGS stage is applied to the IPs to subtract the foreground IPs from the background ones.

Table 4 compares the test frame of 7 different scenarios in the Wallflower Dataset for several BGS algorithms
alongside the ground truth. The algorithms perform non-uniformly for different scenarios, i.e. they work well
for some scenarios while the result for other scenarios is not so good. For example, KDE shows the best and
worst results for ”Waving Trees” and ”Time of Day” scenarios respectively, while SL-IRT has the best and
worst results for ”Camouflage” and ”Waving Trees”. In this regard, our approach works relatively well for all
of the scenarios, except for the ”Moved Object”. Even more, the number of FN errors is less than the number
of FP errors. This is an important point because it demonstrates that the algorithm can find the foreground IPs
over the moving object and it has a low level of foreground misclassification in foreground areas of the image.
The FP errors, i.e. the misclassified foreground IPs in background areas, can be compensated for by using some
additional post-processing procedures.

3.5 Experiment 4: Effect of Threshold on the Results

As described in Section 2.2, a threshold value is used to discriminate the background and foreground Events.
To evaluate the effect of threshold on the results and find the best value for it, the performance of algorithm for
a range of thresholds from 1 to 100 is evaluated using the F-measure factor, described in Section 3.1. Fig. 10
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Table 3: Comparison on the Wallflower dataset for different BGS algorithms.

Algorithm Er-
ror

Moved
Object

Time
Day

Light
Switch

Waving
Tree

Camo-
uflage

Boot-
strap

FG
Aper

Total
Error

Error
Ratio

SG [42]
FN
FP

0
0

945
535

1857
15123

3110
357

4101
2040

2215
92

3464
1290

35133 0.2614

MOG [3]
FN
FP

0
0

1008
20

1633
14169

1323
341

398
3098

1874
217

2442
530

27053 0.2012

MoG-
PSO [43]

FN
FP

0
0

807
6

1716
722

43
1689

2386
1463

1551
519

2392
572

13916 0.1035

MoG-
IHLS [44]

FN
FP

0
0

379
99

1146
2298

31
270

188
467

1647
333

2327
554

9739 0.0724

Improved
MOG [45]

FN
FP

0
0

597
358

1481
669

44
288

106
413

1176
134

1274
541

7081 0.0526

MoG-
MRF [46]

FN
FP

0
0

47
402

204
546

15
3011

16
467

1060
102

34
604

3808 0.0283

S-TAPP-
MOG [47]

FN
FP

-
-

-
-

-
-

153
1152

643
1382

1414
811

1912
377

7844 0.1021

ASTNA [48]
FN
FP

-
-

-
-

-
-

253
100

823
1173

2349
73

1900
360

7031 0.0915

KDE [49]
FN
FP

0
0

1298
125

760
14153

170
589

238
3392

1755
933

2413
624

26450 0.1968

SL-PCA [50]
FN
FP

0
1065

579
16

963
632

1027
2057

350
1548

304
6129

2441
537

17677 0.1315

SL-ICA [51]
FN
FP

0
0

1199
0

1557
210

33720
148

3054
43

2560
16

2721
428

15308 0.1138

SL-
INMF [52]

FN
FP

0
0

724
481

1593
303

3317
652

6624
234

1401
190

3412
165

19098 0.1420

SL-IRT [53]
FN
FP

0
0

1282
159

2822
389

4527
7

1491
114

1734
2080

2438
12

17053 0.1268

Our
Method

FN
FP

0
0

20
15

25
42

208
57

18
39

172
2

17
34

649 0.0938

shows the F1, F0.5, F2, as well as the total number of errors for the Wallflower dataset. As can be seen, the
threshold values between 20 to 25 is where the lowest total number of error and highest F1, F0.5, F2 are gained.

On one hand, the threshold values lower than the optimal value increase the FN error, while keep FP roughly
constant. On the other hand, the higher threshold values, higher than the optimal value, cause a greater FP and
keep the FN approximately constant. Both cases yield an increase in the total number of error. So, to keep the
total error at the lowest possible value, a balance between these two source of errors is established by selecting
a value between 20 to 25 for threshold.

Figure 10: F-measure and total number of error versus threshold.
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Table 4: Results on the Wallflower dataset for different BGS algorithms.

Methods Moved
Object

Time of
Day

Light
Switch

Waving
Trees

Camo-
uflage

Boot-
strap

FG
Aper

Test
Image

Ground
Truth

SG [42]

MOG [3]

MOG-
PSO [43]

MOG-
IHLS [44]
Improved
MOG [45]

MOG-
MRF [46]

S-TAP-
PMOG [47]

- - -

ASTNA [48] - - -

KDE [49]

Sl-
PCA [50]

SL-
ICA [51]

SL-
INMF [52]

SL-
IRT [53]

Our
Method

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a completely new IP-based BGS algorithm which can be used in any IP-based
CV application. The key characteristic of our approach is its robustness to illumination changes. According to
a block-wise processing strategy, the algorithm divides images into blocks of the same size. IPs inside blocks
are dealt with together as Events (Event)s across the frames, by storing the Events as well as their number
of occurrences (RI). Meanwhile, RI is used to classify Events into the background and foreground Events.
If any Event has RI more than a threshold, it is classified as background Event; otherwise it is classified as
foreground Event. The Event classification is used to label the IPs of frames into the foreground and background
IPs. In comparison with the traditional BGS algorithms, the proposed IP-based algorithm has the following key
characteristics:

• Is real-time. As the first stage of any CV system, it is fast enough and adds no latency to the system.
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• Is adaptive to changes in background. It needs only a few frames to find out the location of the background
IPs as well as any changes in background (adding or removing any object from the background).

• Works well in low-light indoor environments (as a need for the gaming tools used in home locations).

• Not only subtracts the foreground and background objects, but also creates an interpretation of scene,
which can be used for any further processing in CV systems.

• Works relatively well when the foreground objects do not move

We applied our algorithm to BGS under different circumstances. Also, experiments on a public dataset,
Wallflower, show that our approach outperforms most of state-of-the-art methods, while it delivers some valu-
able advantages against those which perform better than our proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm
works in static camera conditions. For the future work, we plan to make the current algorithm to work in
moving camera scenarios, by updating the positions of IPs using the structure from motion.
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